WHAT IS CAMPUS WATCH?

CAMPUS WATCH IS MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL INFORMATION SHARING PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN SECURITY SERVICES AND UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY, WHICH AIMS TO:

- Provide and promote, as far as reasonably possible, a safe and secure environment for all our users
- Make forward thinking efforts to protect our property
- Encourage all users to promote a secure environment through their own conduct
- Provide an agreed level of response against criminal activity affecting the University
- Attempt to monitor authorised access and prevent unauthorised access to university property

CONTACT SECURITY CONTROL

SECURITY AT EDINBURGH NAPIER UNIVERSITY IS A 24/7 365 DAYS A YEAR SERVICE. WE CAN ALWAYS BE CONTACTED BY PHONE.

Non Emergency number
0131 455 6119

Emergency number
0131 455 4444
or contact the Emergency services 999

Email:
securitycontrol@napier.ac.uk

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW
A MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL INFORMATION SHARING PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE SECURITY SERVICES AND UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY:

- Encourages staff, students and associates to report any suspicious persons or activity on or around university property to the Security Service
- Ensures a quick response to any activity we may not have seen or been aware of
- Raises awareness of the different types of crime that are occurring on campus and the frequency in which they occur
- Develops initiatives and strategies to understand and work to overcome trends in crime
- Works towards being more proactive when dealing with security issues and anti-social behaviour

WHEN AN EMAIL IS RECEIVED BY CAMPUS WATCH TO REPORT POTENTIAL CRIMINAL ACTIVITY, CAMPUS WATCH CLOSES RANKS:

- Firstly, Building managers will be informed and cascade the information to their staff to ensure they are aware of the issue
- Department heads and P & F emergency contacts are automatically on the addressee list
- Individuals will instinctively become more vigilant in their workplace
- Any information collated will be called in to Security
- The Campus Watch Community informed of progress and results/impacts

THE BENEFITS OF CAMPUS WATCH

JOIN TODAY

We are looking for new members to join Campus Watch.
If you are interested please send an email to securitycontrol@napier.ac.uk stating: “I wish to join Campus Watch” in the Subject line and we’ll be in touch.